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High visibility patrols of recreational and open spaces to deter anti-social behaviour  

PC Hill completed 83 patrols and Park Walk Talks in July to September to deter crime in open spaces, and to also monitor 

reports that have been made. Here are a few examples:  

There were reports of ASB at the recreation Ground in Hellesdon, including drug use by teenagers as well as criminal damage 

of play equipment. PC Hill liaised with the Safer Schools officers to identify three suspects, who later attended the site to clean 

off the damage. PC Hill has increased patrols in the area. 

Graffiti and damage were caused to the canteen at the Persimmons building site, just off Birchwood Road, Hellesdon. Police 

held a meeting with the site manager and patrols were increased. No further reports have been made in the area. 

On Meadow Way a mother and daughter were selling flowers from their front drive to raise money for the oncology 

department at the NNUH. We received a report that some of the plants were stolen, and some were found damaged lying on 

the road. Without video footage as evidence, this is very hard to find suspects for. However, PC Hill attends the address 

regularly and patrols the area to offer support. 

Illegal use of off-road vehicles 

Issues of off-road vehicles using Mill Lane and Green Lane in an anti-social matter persist, and this is somewhere that police 

attend regularly on foot and by vehicle. Warnings have been given and numerous vehicles have been stopped with their 

documents checked.  

Concerns over drug use 

On the first of June we carried out a drug warrant on Holt Road, Horsford alongside the Neighbourhood Policing Team. 

Cannabis cultivation was identified at the property, and we seized growing equipment (such as lamps) and 60 cannabis plants. 

One male was arrested and later charged with cannabis cultivation and abstracting electricity. He was sentenced to eight 

months in prison.  
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